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First step
Can we reliably compare RNA structures?

?
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RNA structure
Primary Structure
>Mutant Rat 28S rRNA sarcin/ricin domain
GGUGCUCAGUAUGAGAAGAACCGCACC
HAIRPIN

BULGE

Secondary Structure
>Mutant Rat 28S rRNA sarcin/ricin domain
GGUGCUCAGUAUGAGAAGAACCGCACC
((((((((.((((..))))))))))))

Tertiary Structure

5’

Secondary Structure interactions and other
interactions like pseudoknots, hairpin-hairpin
interactions etc.

3’
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Structural alignment
Structural alignment attempts to establish
equivalences between two or more
polymer structures based on their shape
and three-dimensional conformation.

In contrast to simple structural superposition, where at least some equivalent
residues of the two structures are known, structural alignment does not
require prior knowledge of the equivalent positions.
Structural alignment has been used as a valuable tool for the comparison of
proteins, including the inference of evolutionary relationships between proteins
of remote sequence similarity.
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RNA Structure
Currently more than 1500 RNA structures are deposited in the PDB (Mar 09)
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RNA structure datasets
RNA STRUCTURE*

1,101

RNA CHAINS

2,179

Non-Redundant RNA CHAINS**

744

RNA CHAINS (20≤ Length ≤310)

313

NR95
HR

HIGH RESOLUTION RNA SET***
*

from PDB November 06.

non-redundant 95% sequence identity
*** Resolution below 4.0 Å and with no missing backbone atoms.
**
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54

Dataset distribution
407 of <20n

tRNA
20 of
>1,000n
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Atom selection
The best backbone atom that
represents the RNA structure
has been selected by evaluating
the distribution of the distances
between consecutive atoms in
structures from the NR95 set.
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Unit Vector I
Representation

i+3

i+1
i+2

i

i+2

i+1

i

A Unit Vector is the normalized vector between two successive C3ʼ atoms.
For each position i consider the k consecutive vectors, which will be mapped into a unit
sphere representing the local structure of k residues.
Ortiz et al. Proteins 2002
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Unit Vector II
Scoring
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4
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For each position i, the k consecutive unit vectors are grouped and aligned to the j
set of unit vectors. Each pair of aligned unit vectors will be evaluated by calculating
Unit Root Mean Square distance (URMSij).
The obtained URMS values are compared the minimum expected URMS distance
between two random set of k unit vectors (URMSR).
The alignment score is than calculated normalizing URMSij to the URMSR value.
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Alignment
1
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Di-1,j-1+Score (ri,rj)
Dé,j

Di-1,j+Score (ri,Ä )
Best alignment score

Backtracking to get the best alignment
A Dynamic Programming procedure is then applied to search for the optimal structural
alignment using a global alignment with zero end gap penalties.
The maximum subset of local structures that have their corresponding C3ʼ within 3.5 Å
in the space are evaluated. The number of close atoms is used to evaluate the
percentage of structural identity (PSI) using a variant of the MaxSub algorithm.
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Needleman and Wunsch J. Mol.Biol 1970
Siew et al. Bioinformatics 2000

Random RNA
In order to build a background distribution that reproduce the scores given by the
structural alignments of unrelated RNA sequences, we generated a set 300 random
RNA sequences and structures with sequence length uniformly distributed between 20
and 320 nucleotides.

The RNA backbone can be described given
the 6 torsion angle (α,β,γ,δ,ε,ζ) for each
nucleotide.
The RNA backbone is rotameric and only 42
conformation have been described from a
set o high resolution structures .
According to this observation we generated
the 300 structures, randomly selecting the
backbone angles among the 42 possible
conformations.

Murray et al PNAS 2003
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Background distribution
Considering a dataset of 300 random RNA structures, we have produced ~45,000
pairwise alignments that resulted in a empirical distribution. From such distribution
we can then evaluate μ and σ needed to calculated the p-value for P(s>=x).
Empirical

Analytic

P(s ≥ x) = 1 − exp(−e
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− λ (s − µ )

)

Karlin and Altschul, 1990 PNAS 87, pp2264

Mean and sigma
The score distribution depends on the length of the molecule.

50
-0.896

µ=763* N

We divided the resulting structural
alignments (∼45,000) in 30 bins
according to the shorter sequence
length of the two random structures (N).
For each bin the μ and σ values are
evaluated fitting the data to an EVD.
The relations between N and μ, σ
values are extrapolate fitting them to a
power low function (r≈0.99).

-1.010

40

!=180* N

30

20

10

0
0
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50
100
150
200
250
N (Length of the shorter RNA structure)

300

Statistical significance
all-against-all comparison of structures in the NR95 set

PSI ≤ 25
25 < PSI ≤ 50
50 < PSI ≤ 75
75 < PSI ≤ 100

<1%

9,859 alignments
<5%

31,448 alignments
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SARA .vs. ARTS
SARA
Percentage of structure identity (PSI) 92.6%
Percentage of sequence identity 48.0%
Percentage of SSE identity 100.0%
RMSD 1.78 Å

>1q96 Chain:A
-------------------ggugcucaguaugag--------aagaaccgcacc------>1un6 Chain:E
gccggccacaccuacggggccugguuaguaccugggaaaccugggaauaccaggugccggc

ARTS
Percentage of structure identity (PSI) 76.9%
Percentage of sequence identity 20.0%
Percentage of SSE identity 79.2%
RMSD 1.66Å

PSI: % of structure identity
PSS: % of secondary structure identity

>1q96 Chain:A
--------------------gugcucaguaugaga-----aga-accgcacc------->1un6 Chain:E
ccggccacaccuacggggccugguuaguaccugggaaaccugggaauaccaggugccggc

Cut-off distance: 4.0 Å
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SARA Alignments
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Second step...
Can we reliably predict RNA function from structure?
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RNA function annotation

Capriotti and Marti-Renom Bioinformatics 2008
Tamura et al. NAR 2004
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Results

Nucleic Acids Research, 2009, Vol. 37, Web Server issue W261

ing alignment methods such as AMIGOS, ARTS,
and SARSA.
ture-based function assignment requires identifyuctural units and classifying them into annotated
nal groups. Currently, only the Structural
cation of RNA (SCOR) database (26) offers such
matic classification for RNA structures. SCOR was
d to provide a comprehensive perspective and
anding of RNA motif structure, function, tertiary
ions and their relationships. Structure elements in
OR database are organized in a directed acyclic
architecture, which allows
multiple parent
leave
oneclasses
out
iven structure motif. Currently, SCOR stores the
re and function classification of 3D motifs conn 579 RNA structures. Unfortunately, the SCOR
se has not been updated since May 2004 and does
lude an option for automatically classifying new
structures. Therefore, the SCOR database does
ect the rapid increase of deposited RNA structures
PDB. Only recently, the DART database (27),
relies in the ARTS program for the alignment of
NA structures, proposed an automatically generNA structure classification that resulted in 94 clusntaining 1333 RNA structure motifs. In contrast to
DARTS allows for automatic classification of new
res by providing a user-friendly Web interface.
er, the DARTS database does not include a funcsed classification similar to the SCOR database.
rcome such limitations we introduce the implemenof our SARA program (21) for automatic function
ment based on the SCOR classification.
begin by briefly describing the benchmark sets
A alignments for the development and evaluation
SARA program as well as outlining the algorithms
the SARA program (Method outline). Next, we
he requirements for using the SARA web server
details). Finally, we conclude by assessing the
of the SARA server on the automatic annotation
RNA structure space (Conclusions).

OD OUTLINE
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Table 1. Composition of the different RNA datasets used in this work
Datasets

Number
of chains

Number of
alignments

RNA09
BgALI
FSCOR
R-FSCOR
T-FSCOR

451
451
419
192
227

101 475
50 995

on FSCOR

Number of
different SCOR
functions

168
168
88

Nucleic Acids Research, 2009, Vol. 37, Web Server issue W263

performances on T-FSCOR

a background distribution of scores for pairs of unrelated
RNA structures.
To assess the accuracy of SARA in functional classification, the SCOR database (version 2.0.3, October 2004)
was used as a standard of truth. Although outdated, to
our knowledge SCOR is the only available function-based
classification of RNA structures. Three more functional
data sets were collected from the SCOR database: (i) the
FSCOR data set, which includes RNA chains with more
than three base-pairs that are annotated with a unique
deepest SCOR functional class, (ii) the R-FSCOR data
set, which includes only representative structures clustered
at 90% structure identity for each class in the FSCOR
data set and (iii) the T-FSCOR data set, which includes
all structures in the FSCOR data set not present in the
R-SCOR data set. All data sets of RNA structures and
alignments are summarized in Table 1 and available for
download at http://sgu.bioinfo.cipf.es/datasets/.
SARA program for RNA structure alignment

The SARA program (21) is based on a unit-vector alignment strategy previously implemented for the alignment of
protein structures (25,29–31). Briefly, the unit-vector representation of an RNA, originally introduced as a tool to
analyze molecular dynamics trajectories (29) and fast
detection of common geometric substructure in proteins
(25), is calculated as follows: (i) given an RNA structure
with N nucleotides, for each
i = 1,1.. .Accuracy
. , N–1 extract
the
Figure
of structure-based
function assignment by the
20
vector from the i-th to the
(i + 1)-th
selected
SARA
program.
(A) Qatoms;
CF, QSF and dataset coverage as a function of
(ii) normalize all obtained vectors
to
a
unit-distance,
the mean logarithm of the and
P-values for PSI, PSS and PID scores for the
place the tails of all normalized vectors at the origin of a

Figure 2.
alignmen
include s
of the ac
output a

Third step...
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To what extend can we do comparative RNA structure prediction?
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-moh fo snoiger elbairav eht dna seroc
esoht otni dedivid eb nac snietorp suo
si sniahc editpepylop eht fo dlof lare
gnirapmoc nI .tnereffid etiuq si ti ere
ralimis evah taht strap eht etarapes ot lu
eht gnisu siht did eW .reffid sdlof eh
fo smota niahc-niam eht )i( :erudeco
tnecajda owt ro secileh - erutcurts yr
hcae )ii( dna ;desoprepus yllaudividni
ta smota lanoitidda edulcni ot dednetx
snoitaived eht sa gnol sa deunitnoc saw
erew dedulcni eudiser tsal eht ni smo
taht stnemges eht denifed erudecorp s
dnalgnE

SSE/Stx/Seq
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-moh fo snoiger elbairav eht dna seroc
esoht otni dedivid eb nac snietorp suo
si sniahc editpepylop eht fo dlof lare
gnirapmoc nI .tnereffid etiuq si ti ere
ralimis evah taht strap eht etarapes ot lu
eht gnisu siht did eW .reffid sdlof eh
fo smota niahc-niam eht )i( :erudeco
tnecajda owt ro secileh - erutcurts yr
hcae )ii( dna ;desoprepus yllaudividni
ta smota lanoitidda edulcni ot dednetx
snoitaived eht sa gnol sa deunitnoc saw
erew dedulcni eudiser tsal eht ni smo
taht stnemges eht denifed erudecorp s
dnalgnE

The family alignm
(Schneider et al., 19
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(A,B) in the twiligh
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hopping explored h
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applied this concept
and investigated it
parameters.
More-similar-than-i
A simple rule-of-th
level of sequence
sequence identity. T
that similarity woul
for the given defin
metric), this was no

Twilight Zone
Fig. 4. Pairwise sequence similarity versus alignment length. (A) Correctly
detected structural homologues; (B) false positives. Open circles, original
HSSP-curve (Sander and Schneider, 1991) (eqn 1); filled triangles, new
curve proposed here (eqn 3).

where L gave the number of residues aligned between two
proteins; pS defined cut-off for the percentage of residue
similarity over the L aligned residues; and n described the
distance in percentage points from the curve (n ! 0 plotted
in Figure 4).
Sequence-space-hopping
Suppose proteins A0 and B0 were less than 25% identical;
family A is given by: {A0, A1,..., An} (such that all proteins in
the family A are more than 25% identical to A0); analogously
family B is given by: {B0, B1,..., Bm}. Although A0 and B0
differed by more than 75%, it may well be true that both were
aligned to the same sequences, i.e. that for some i and j: Ai !
Bj. If this is the case, ‘sequence-space-hopping’ refers to
simply extending both families A and B to become: {A0, A1,...,
An, B0, B1,..., Bm} (Figure 1). Technically, I described this
situation by compiling a simple matrix H(A,B) that contained
the number of overlapping proteins (i.e. those contained both
in family A and B) between all proteins in the test set (792
chains) and all proteins in the search set (5646 chains). For
example, H(A,B) ! 5 implied that test protein A and search
protein B had five identical proteins in their family alignments.
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Results
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SARA server

http://sgu.bioinfo.cipf.es/services/SARA/

Capriotti et al. Bioinformatics (2008) vol. 24 (16) pp. i112-i118
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SARA server

http://sgu.bioinfo.cipf.es/services/SARA/
E. Capriotti, M. A. Marti-Renom (2008), Bioinformatics 24:i112
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SARA: a server for function annotation of
RNA structures

RNA structure alignment by a unit-vector approach
Emidio Capriotti and Marc A. Marti-Renom∗
Bioinformatics and Genomics Department, Structural Genomics Unit, Centro de Investigación Príncipe Felipe (CIPF),
Valencia, Spain

ABSTRACT
Motivation: The recent discovery of tiny RNA molecules such as
µRNAs and small interfering RNA are transforming the view of RNA as
a simple information transfer molecule. Similar to proteins, the native
three-dimensional structure of RNA determines its biological activity.
Therefore, classifying the current structural space is paramount for
functionally annotating RNA molecules. The increasing numbers
of RNA structures deposited in the PDB requires more accurate,
automatic and benchmarked methods for RNA structure comparison.
In this article, we introduce a new algorithm for RNA structure
alignment based on a unit-vector approach. The algorithm has been
implemented in the SARA program, which results in RNA structure
pairwise alignments and their statistical significance.
Results: The SARA program has been implemented to be of
general applicability even when no secondary structure can be
calculated from the RNA structures. A benchmark against the ARTS
program using a set of 1275 non-redundant pairwise structure
alignments results in ∼6% extra alignments with at least 50%
structurally superposed nucleotides and base pairs. A first attempt
to perform RNA automatic functional annotation based on structure
alignments indicates that SARA can correctly assign the deepest
SCOR classification to >60% of the query structures.
Availability: The SARA program is freely available through a World
Wide Web server http://sgu.bioinfo.cipf.es/services/SARA/
Contact: mmarti@cipf.es
Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at
Bioinformatics online.

1

INTRODUCTION

Recent discoveries of new RNA functions are changing our view of
RNA molecules and reinforcing the so-called ‘RNA world’ origin of
life (Bartel, 2004; Dorsett and Tuschl, 2004; Doudna, 2000; Staple
and Butcher, 2005). RNA is now known to play an important role in
biological functions such as enzymatic activity (Staple and Butcher,
2005), gene transcriptional regulation (Bartel, 2004; Dorsett and
Tuschl, 2004; Staple and Butcher, 2005) and protein biosynthesis
regulation (Doudna, 2000). Therefore, much attention is lately being
paid to the structural determination of RNA molecules. Such efforts
have increased the pace of deposition of RNA structures in the
Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Berman et al., 2002). Currently (January
2008), the PDB database stores more than 1300 RNA structures.
Such a wealth of data may allow, for first time, the analysis and
characterization of the RNA structural space, which will help to
characterize RNA function.
RNA folding is a hierarchical process by which base pairing
formation affects the final three-dimensional (3D) conformation
∗
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of the RNA molecule (Tinoco and Bustamante, 1999). Hence,
algorithms for RNA secondary structure prediction have classically
been used for characterizing RNA structure and function. Although
more than two decades have past since the development of the
first algorithms for RNA secondary structure prediction (Nussinov
and Jacobson, 1980; Zuker and Sankoff, 1984; Zuker and Stiegler,
1981), there has been limited development in RNA tertiary structure
analysis and, in particular, in RNA structure comparison. Only
recently, the PRIMOS/AMIGOS (Duarte et al., 2003; Wadley
et al., 2007), FR3D (Sarver et al., 2008), ARTS (Dror et al.,
2005, 2006) and DIAL (Ferre et al., 2007) programs have been
developed for structurally comparing two RNA molecules. The
PRIMOS/AMIGOS programs search for structural similarities of
consecutive RNA fragments with five or more nucleotides by
comparing specific η and θ pseudo angles as well as the sugar
pucker phase. The FR3D program uses a base-centered approach
for conducting a geometric search of local and composite RNA
structures. The COMPADRES program, which implements the
PRIMOS algorithm, has been applied for searching local structural
motifs in known RNA structures (Wadley and Pyle, 2004). The
ARTS program, which represents RNA structures by a set of
contiguous four phosphate atoms or quadrats, detects similarities
between quadrats after a rigid superimposition of two RNA
structures followed by an optimization based on a bipartite graph
strategy. Finally, the DIAL program, which implements a scoring
function combining nucleotide, dihedral angles and base-paring
similarities, compares the two RNA structures using a dynamic
programming algorithm.
Although the PRIMOS/AMIGOS, ARTS and DIAL programs,
result in accurate RNA structure alignments, they have some
limitations: (i) the PRIMOS/AMIGOS program have limited
applicability to searching only for local motifs regardless of global
similarities between two structures, (ii) the DIAL method, in its
default version, only calculates an alignment score and requires
substantial computational time to return a statistical evaluation of
its significance and (iii) ARTS requires the existence of secondary
structure elements in both structures to compute the final alignment.
To overcome such limitations, we have developed a new RNA 3D
alignment method (SARA), which does not require the assignment
of base pairs from structure and provides a statistical assessment
of the significance of the resulting alignment. The SARA algorithm
uses a unit-vector approach inspired by the MAMMOTH program
for protein structure alignment (Ortiz et al., 2002). The SARA
program has been benchmarked for its alignment accuracy against
the ARTS program as well as for its use in RNA function prediction.
Its general applicability will allow an all-against-all comparison
of known RNA structures, which will help in characterizing the
relationship between sequence, structure and function of RNA
molecules.
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ABSTRACT
Recent interest in non-coding RNA transcripts
has resulted in a rapid increase of deposited RNA
structures in the Protein Data Bank. However, a
characterization and functional classification of the
RNA structure and function space have only been
partially addressed. Here, we introduce the SARA
program for pair-wise alignment of RNA structures
as a web server for structure-based RNA function
assignment. The SARA server relies on the SARA
program, which aligns two RNA structures based
on a unit-vector root-mean-square approach. The
likely accuracy of the SARA alignments is assessed
by three different P-values estimating the statistical
significance of the sequence, secondary structure
and tertiary structure identity scores, respectively.
Our benchmarks, which relied on a set of 419 RNA
structures with known SCOR structural class, indicate that at a negative logarithm of mean P-value
higher or equal than 2.5, SARA can assign the correct or a similar SCOR class to 81.4% and 95.3% of
the benchmark set, respectively. The SARA server is
freely accessible via the World Wide Web at http://
sgu.bioinfo.cipf.es/services/SARA/.

INTRODUCTION
It is now known that RNA molecules are essential for a
wide range of biological processes (1–6), which is changing
the view of RNA as a simple vector of genetic information
and reinforcing the hypothesis on the original ‘RNA
world’ (7,8). Biosynthesis and transcription regulation
(1–3,5), enzymatic action (5) and chromosome replication
(4) are some of the functions that RNA molecules are now
known to perform. RNA structure determination, which
is accelerating its pace of deposition in the Nucleic Acid
Database (NDB) (9) and the Protein Data Bank (PDB)
(10), is thus becoming an essential and necessary tool
for RNA function annotation. Although there are not
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standard rules to infer function, at least for proteins
(11–13), structure similarity is arguably one of the most
reliable methods for comparative function annotation
(14,15).
Several methods have already been developed for the
alignment of two or more protein 3D structures (16).
However, only few are available for RNA structure comparison (17–23). The PRIMOS and AMIGOS programs
identify RNA structure motifs and compare RNA structures by describing them as a set of pseudo angles from the
C4’ and P atom trace (18,20). Both programs are limited
to the comparison of RNA structures with the same
number of nucleotides and only a newer version of
AMIGOS can perform a comparison of a given structure
against a set of RNA structures. The ARTS program was
introduced as a general method for RNA structure alignment (17,24). ARTS describes RNA molecules with a set
of ‘quadrats’ composed by four phosphate atoms of two
consecutive base-pairs and uses a bipartite graph to find
the maximum number of aligned ‘quadrats’ between
two RNA structures. The DIAL program, developed to
compare RNA structures using a dynamic programming
algorithm (19), computes global, local and semi-global
alignments by taking into account sequence similarity,
dihedral angles and base-pair information from the two
aligned structures. DIAL can also return the Boltzmann
pair probabilities of the resulting alignments. However,
such computation would double the runtime, hence the
default in the DIAL server is not to calculate the pair
probabilities. More recently, the SARSA server was developed to align two or more RNA structures using a structural alphabet of 23 nucleotide conformations (22). Both,
the DIAL and SARSA servers were developed and benchmarked for their ability detecting short RNA motifs in a
set of RNA structures. In contrast, the SARA program
(21), which implementation for function assignment of
RNA structures is here introduced, was recently developed to align two RNA structures based on a unitvector alignment strategy (25). Given its implementation,
an alignment by SARA shorter than 20 nt is likely to be
indistinguishable from random structure alignments.
The SARA program can be considered as an alternative
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